CHALLENGE WINNERS
Previous Challenge: Write a piece in poetry or prose in which an older man, woman or couple imparts hardlearned wisdom to a younger person.

The Dragon’s Gate
by Deborah

Elsmore

“Look Chao, you can see the River when we go over the
bridge.” Grandfather had ceased to call me Charlie the
minute our plane landed in Beijing.
I stretch to see the river from my place in the back
of my uncle’s crowded van. The river was wide and
muddy-looking. Not clear like the river I swim in at our
cottage at home in Canada.
“Ye Ye,” I call to Grandfather. “Why is the water so
yellow?”
“The River gathers silt from the plateau above and
carries it down to the valley to nourish the soil and help
the farmers grow their crops. We call her Mother River.”
“Mother River?” I ask.
“Mother River provides for all who gather at her
skirts, as a mother provides for her children. Mother
River cradled the Great Emperors from long ago when
China was but a baby herself. All that we have ever
needed, Mother River has freely given to us.”
“We’re here!” my cousin shouts as the van pulls into
a parking lot. “We’re at the Dragon’s Gate!”
I sit still as the elders are helped out first. Grandfather
stands patiently until I take my place beside him.“Up
there.” Grandfather points to a place above the falls.
Here, the Yellow River is blocked by mountains on
both sides. The immense river is compressed into a
narrow gorge, and drops down into a basin below, like
yellow tea gushing from a huge teapot. Mist rises from
the churning water and droplets gather on our faces.
“Why do they call this the Dragon’s Gate, Ye Ye?”
“Long before China was even an infant, Huanglong,
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the Great Yellow Dragon, cut the gorge with his mighty
tail. As he flew to the heavens he bestowed a blessing
on the falls, promising that any carp to leap over the
Dragon’s Gate would be transformed and take their
place in the Eternal Realm of the Dragons.”
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“That water is too high and too fast. No fish could
jump over those falls!”
“Yes, the waterfall is high and very fast,” Grandfather
said. “Do you see the mist, Chao?”
“Yes, Ye Ye.”
“Each carp that is transformed breathes out the
mist as they take their dragon form. The mist, Chao,
is evidence that even now, many carp are being
transformed.”
“That’s a nice story. But I don’t believe in fairy
tales.”
Grandfather takes my arm and we follow the path
back to the van. “Chao, you are the carp.”
“Ye Ye, are you saying I should jump in the river?”
Grandfather shakes his head. “Life is the river
you must swim against, Chao. Always strive for your
highest goals.”
“I will work hard at school, Ye Ye. I promise.”
“I believe in you, Chao. You must believe in
yourself. You have to be strong to face the obstacles life
will place in your way. These mountains tried to block
Mother River. Where there was no way, she made her
own.”
“I will do my best and become something
wonderful — for you, Grandfather.”
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“Not for me, Charlie.” Grandfather spoke in
English this time. “For yourself.”
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